Vinh Giang
Award-Winning Entrepreneur and Magician
The Psychology of Illusion. Magic is much more than sleight of hand. It’s the ability to guide perspective, spotlight
influence, and challenge belief systems. With humor, heart, and captivating showmanship, Vinh Giang transforms
these three powerful components and shares how creating and cultivating the right influence in our lives can
make the difference between tremendous success or limited mediocrity. What we know in this world is that
everything that once seemed impossible can be reimagined and overcome. It takes suspending old belief
systems. Unlocking mindsets. Innovating. Deliberate and definitive action. And yes, even a little magic. Invite
wonder and unlock limitless potential in your team by inviting Vinh to speak at your next event.
Creating Communication MAGIC. There is very real magic in the powerful ability to communicate at extraordinary
levels. It allows people to shift mindsets. To close deals. To build relationship bridges. To overcome objections.
To connect in ways that foster leadership, teamwork, and exponential growth. Master communicator, magician,
entertainer, and keynote speaker, Vinh Giang, captivates audiences with the tools, skills, and strategies that
allow them to transform themselves into dynamic communicators. The lessons learned in this non-conventional,
no-box-at-all workshop are much more than just learning to speak to each other as human beings. With years of
innovative study in theatre, arts, and speaking—Vinh shares visionary insights that help strengthen and build selfconfidence. Put fear in the rear-view. Teach your team to be more fluent and flow with clarity in their words.
Deliver with authority. Rise above the noise of the crowd and stand out as leaders in their business and their
lives. If you’re ready to create a magical communication transformation for your team that will take them—and
your business to entirely new levels, invite Vinh to speak at your next event. Please note that this speaking topic
is a breakout session.
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